
HackTheBox – Silo

S  ummary

• Discovery of Oracle TNS Listener service running on port 1521.
• Discovery of credentials to authenticate against SQL as sysdba.
• Used sysdba access to write files to the system, allowing several different attack vectors.
• Created web shell to gain a reverse connection as iss apppool.
• From this user it is possible to escalate privileges through 2 methods, one by dumping the 

admin hash from a crash report saved on a users Desktop. 
• The other method involves exploiting SeImpersonatePrivileges to gain a reverse shell with 

System privileges.
• It is also possible to gain a reverse connection to the System account by directly exploiting 

the Oracle service as it runs with System privileges.
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R  econ

I began by adding 10.10.10.82 to /etc/hosts as silo.htb.
Initial port scans revealed quite a few open ports, including 80, 135,139, 445 and 1521, these are 
mostly standard apart from 1521.

A more through scan reveals 1521 is running Oracle TNS Listener.

# Nmap 7.80 scan initiated Mon Jul 20 05:51:37 2020 as: nmap -v -sV -sC 
-p80,135,139,445,1521,5985,47001,49152,49153,49154,49155,49159,49160,49161,49162 -oN nmap.txt silo.htb 
Nmap scan report for silo.htb (10.10.10.82) 
Host is up (0.013s latency). 

PORT      STATE SERVICE      VERSION 
80/tcp    open  http         Microsoft IIS httpd 8.5 
| http-methods: 
|   Supported Methods: OPTIONS TRACE GET HEAD POST 
|_  Potentially risky methods: TRACE 
|_http-server-header: Microsoft-IIS/8.5 
|_http-title: IIS Windows Server 
135/tcp   open  msrpc        Microsoft Windows RPC 
139/tcp   open  netbios-ssn  Microsoft Windows netbios-ssn 
445/tcp   open  microsoft-ds Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 - 2012 microsoft-ds 
1521/tcp  open  oracle-tns   Oracle TNS listener 11.2.0.2.0 (unauthorized) 
5985/tcp  open  http         Microsoft HTTPAPI httpd 2.0 (SSDP/UPnP) 
|_http-server-header: Microsoft-HTTPAPI/2.0 
|_http-title: Not Found 
47001/tcp open  http         Microsoft HTTPAPI httpd 2.0 (SSDP/UPnP) 
|_http-server-header: Microsoft-HTTPAPI/2.0 
|_http-title: Not Found 
49152/tcp open  msrpc        Microsoft Windows RPC 
49153/tcp open  msrpc        Microsoft Windows RPC 
49154/tcp open  msrpc        Microsoft Windows RPC 
49155/tcp open  msrpc        Microsoft Windows RPC 
49159/tcp open  oracle-tns   Oracle TNS listener (requires service name) 
49160/tcp open  msrpc        Microsoft Windows RPC 
49161/tcp open  msrpc        Microsoft Windows RPC 
49162/tcp open  msrpc        Microsoft Windows RPC 
Service Info: OSs: Windows, Windows Server 2008 R2 - 2012; CPE: cpe:/o:microsoft:windows 
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Enumeration of the standard services (80, 135, 139 and 445) doesn't lead anywhere, I focused my 
attention to the Oracle service. I enumerated the service using ODAT.py (Oracle Database Attack 
Tool).

I successfully found several SID's for the database by passing a msf wordlist – sid.txt to the 
sidguesser module.

To enumerate for users I used the msf wordlist – oracle_default_userpass.txt saved as userpass.txt.

Checking the options for the passwordguesser module shows that the userpass list needs to be 
formatted as user/pass, as my list is formatted with spaces instead of slashes it needs to be edited.
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This is easily done using sed.

Passing this list to the passwordguesser module successfully finds credentials – scott/tiger.
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FootHold

Using these credentials allows me to access the Oracle database with sysdba privileges. This would 
allow me to write, read and execute files on the system. I took advantage of this by uploading an 
aspx cmd page to the webserver.

I created another page this time hosting an aspx reverse shell that I created using msfvenom, 
granting me a shell as defaultapppool.
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Privilege Escalation Method 1. Memory Dump.

The user – Phineas has a file on their Desktop named “Oracle issue.txt”. This file mentions a 
dropbox link for a full memory dump along with a password to download it.

Visiting the page reveals that the password is incorrect, this is due to the 1st character of the 
password not displaying correctly.
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This was easily circumvented by viewing the file in my browser using the earlier uploaded aspx 
cmd page, revealing the 1st character to be £.

I downloaded the file and unzipped it.

In my reverse shell I used systeminfo to get an exact OS version, I could then use this along with 
the memory dump in volatility to dump NTLM hashes for user accounts. This successfully pulled 
the hash for the Administrator account.

I used psexec to successfully login as Administrator using the NTLM hashes.
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Privilege Escalation Method 2. Oracle File Upload.

I used the earlier mentioned privileges to write files to the server to upload a reverse shell in .exe 
format that I created using msfvenom to the system. I then used the externaltable function in odat.py
to execute the shell, my listener caught the connection and as the Oracle database is running with 
system privileges, it granted me access with the same system privileges.
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Privilege Escalation Method 3. Juicy Potato.

Checking which groups iis apppool has access to reveals SeImpersonatePrivilege is enabled. This 
can easily be exploit by using an exploit known as Juicy Potato. 

I downloaded JuciyPotato.exe to the machine using powershell.
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I set up a listener and ran JuicyPotato.exe calling the .exe reverseshell I uploaded previosuly, this 
granted me a shell with system privileges.
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